Process Paper
As someone who deals with mental illness myself, I’ve always been interested in the
treatment of the mentally ill throughout history. I had a basic idea of the gruesome history
of asylums from doing small research studies and reading a lot of historical fiction, but I
wanted to know more. Before the theme was even announced, I knew I wanted to center
my 2020 NHD project on asylums. The first thing that came to mind when I learned of the
theme was women’s rights. I did a little bit of preliminary research and talked to my friends
about how I might be able to combine these topics, and someone suggested: “that lady who
went undercover in an asylum” – Nellie Bly.
The database that helped me the most last year was ProQuest, so this was the first
place I went for preliminary research. I started with wide searches, such as Nellie Bly and
Blackwell’s Asylum. Not long after this, I realized that I needed to get her book as soon as
possible, so I did. I began researching Bly more thoroughly in September, basing almost all
my further research on questions and ideas that were raised by reading her book.
I’ve been performing for at least ten years now and acting for six, so performance
was the obvious category choice for me. I started writing down specific phrases and
elements I wanted to use in my script as soon as I started my project in July. As I was
reading Ten Days in a Mad-House, I was subconsciously developing a personality that I would
use to create the character of Nellie Bly in my performance. I started working on my script
in early November, letting the character of Bly that I had developed tell the story as I was
writing it. Costume and set ideas were easy as well. I found a perfect dress at the thrift store
and painted a canvas backdrop.

Nellie Bly’s exposé of Blackwell’s Asylum broke barriers in three fields—feminism,
journalism, and what I’m focused on, the treatment of the mentally ill. Bly was a feminist
icon in the early 1900s and introduced a new type of journalism that we still use today;
subjective journalism. Her reports lead to all of America’s asylums eventually being shut
down.
The contest being virtual this year threw a few hurdles my way. Originally, I had a
strict timeline of when I needed to get certain aspects done, and the one week less than I had
for regionals and the two weeks less for state pushed this timeline a lot shorter than I’m
usually comfortable with. Being a “theater kid,” I do my best performing in front of an
audience, even though I am starting to do other work behind a camera. I missed the inperson aspects of the contest, which I thrived from last year. Overall, this turn of events was
hard for me, but I learned a handful of new skills from having to do it this way.
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